2588 - Strengthening the Capacities of Law Enforcement and judiciary in the Fight against Corruption in Serbia (PACS)
2014

2013
Overal objective
To contribute to democracy and the rule of law
through the implementation of institutional
reforms aimed at preventing and combating
corruption.

Objectively Verifiable indicators OVI(s)
* Clear contribution of introduced systems to decrease
the level of corruption through strengthened capacities
to fight corruption;
* Progress in Serbia’s compliance with European anticorruption standards recorded in comparison with the
initial phase.

Sources of verification
* EU Annual Progress Report;
* GRECO reports;
* Official statistics of key
institutions;
* Country reports/surveys on
corruption show improvement of
situation.

Project Purpose
To strengthen the capacities of law enforcement
agencies and judiciary to detect, investigate,
prosecute and adjudicate corruption cases.

Objectively Verifiable indicators OVI(s)
* Increased number of corruption related cases reported,
investigated, prosecuted and adjudicated (pending the
adoption of standardised reporting methodology, both
basic counting units – cases and suspects to be used),
taking into consideration seriousness (all levels of
corruption) and diversity (different sectors and fields) ;
* At least 50% of recommendations from risk analysis
implemented (i.e., out of those identified, the number of
those prioritised and addressed) and extent to which they
are implemented (e.g., full compliance, partial
compliance, non-compliance);
* Capacity of AC stakeholders increased through high
quality custom made trainings;
* Track record on typology and related number of cases in
different stages of criminal procedure.

Sources of verification
* Project progress and activity
reports;
* GRECO reports;
* Official statistics of key
institutions.

Expected Result No. 1
Strengthened capacities to investigate and
adjudicate corruption offences

Assumptions
* Political will to prevent
corruption continues to exist;
* Political will exists in all
beneficiary institutions.

Objectively Verifiable indicators OVI(s)
Sources of verification
* Minimum 50% of recommendations from risk analysis * Monthly/progress reports;
implemented and the extent to which they are
implemented specified (full compliance, partial
compliance, non-compliance);

Assumptions
* Political will to prevent
corruption continues to exist;

* At least five legislative and institutional obstacles to
efficient detection, investigation, prosecution and
adjudication of corruption offenses identified and
addressed;

* Political will exists in all
beneficiary institutions.

* Project deliverables (technical
papers);

2015
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1.183.748,06 €

Benchmarks

Cost

* Improved methodology and quality of statistical data; * Government / ministry policy
decisions;
* Increased number (compared to baseline) of reported, * GRECO reports;
investigated, prosecuted and adjudicated cases
(pending the adoption of standardised reporting
methodology, both basic counting units - cases and
suspects to be used), taking into consideration
seriousness (all levels of corruption) and diversity
(sectors and fields) subsequent identification of main
bottlenecks in the system;
* Increased capacity of trainees due to implemented
trainings, minimum 15 trainings and 10% of all
beneficiaries trained;
* Sufficient number of trainees available for identified
needs, roughly estimated at 30 amongst different
beneficiaries;
* Judges, prosecutors and police officers and long-term
training plan in place;
* Benchmarking system available at the end of the
project.
Inputs/Actions
1.1.1 Development of the Risk Analysis methodology

Activities
Activity 1.1 Carry out risk analysis in order to
asses regulatory and organisational obstacles to
efficient criminal investigations and proceedings
and provide recommendations for improvement 1.1.2
of internal procedures, coordination between
institutions which have jurisdiction on
combating corruption (i.e., exchange of
1.1.3
information and tools used to provide public
information on those risk analysis results).
1.1.4

Beneficiary Institutions
Target groups
MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
courts, prosecutor's offices, ACA enforcement, public

Means
* 5 days of international STC

Conducting Risk Analysis and provision of the final Technical Paper/Risk Analysis
report and recommendations
Report and Recommendations

MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
courts, prosecutor's offices, ACA enforcement, public

Public event to announce and discouss the Risk
Analysis final report and recommendations

Public Event

Publication of Risk Analysis final report and
recommendations

One Publication

MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
courts, prosecutor's offices, ACA enforcement, public, journalists,
media
MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
courts, prosecutor's offices, ACA enforcement, public, journalists

* 15 days of international STC
* 10 days of national STC
* cost of research
* 2 days international STC
* 3 day national STC
* cost of visibility event
* cost of 1 publication

Activities
Inputs/Actions
Activity 1.2 Prepare and provide
1.2.1 One fact finding mission of international experts
multidisciplinary training and specialized
aimed at gathering input for preparing training
courses to judiciary, prosecutorial services and
curricula
law enforcement officers on corruption,
economic crime cases, accounting and auditing; 1.2.2 Creation and meeting of the Working Group
assist implementation of training into the
composed of international and national experts to
training curricula of relevant institutions.
discuss training needs

Deliverables
Technical Paper/Risk Analysis
Methodology

Deliverables
Technical Paper/Assessment
Report

Beneficiary Institutions
MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, courts,
prosecutor's offices, JA, MoJPA,
ACPS, SAI, ACA, ACC, APML

Target groups
judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
administration

Means
* 5 days of international STC

List of WG members; WG meeting MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, courts,
report
prosecutor's offices, JA, MoJPA,
ACPS, SAI, ACA, ACC, APML

judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
administration

* 2 days of international STC
* 2 days of national STC
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Activities
Activity 1.3 Introduce new techniques (IT tools
and possibly use of data base) and strategic
capacities of prosecutorial services to
investigate corruption and white collar crime

1.2.3

Finalisation of the training curricula

Training Curricula

MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, courts,
prosecutor's offices, JA, MoJPA,
ACPS, SAI, ACA, ACC, APML

judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
administration

* 10 days of international STC
* 10 days of national STC

1.2.4

Preparation of training manual

Training Manual

MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, courts,
prosecutor's offices, JA, MoJPA,
ACPS, SAI, ACA, ACC, APML

judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
administration

* 6 days of international STC
* 6 days of national STC
* cost of 1 publication

1.2.5

1st specialised course (4 days) - first training of
trainers session

List of selected trainers from
judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement and state audit

MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, courts,
prosecutor's offices, JA, MoJPA,
ACPS, SAI, ACA, ACC, APML

judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
administration

* 4 days of international STC
* 4 days of national STC
* cost of 1 training

1.2.6

2nd specialised course (4 days) - second training
of trainers session

Final list of trainers from judiciary, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, courts,
prosecution, law enforcement and prosecutor's offices, JA, MoJPA,
state audit
ACPS, SAI, ACA, ACC, APML

judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
administration

* 4 days of international STC
* 4 days of national STC
* cost of 1 training

1.2.7

1st training (2 days) - conducted by new trainers

1st list of judges, prosecutors,
police officers and audits trained

MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, courts,
prosecutor's offices, JA, MoJPA,
ACPS, SAI, ACA, ACC, APML

judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
administration

* 4 days of national STC
* cost of 1 training

1.2.8

2nd training (2 days) - conducted by new trainers 2nd list of judges, prosecutors,
police officers and audits trained

MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, courts,
prosecutor's offices, JA, MoJPA,
ACPS, SAI, ACA, ACC, APML

judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
administration

* 4 days of national STC
* cost of 1 training

1.2.9

3rd training (2 days) - conducted by new trainers 3rd list of judges, prosecutors,
police officers and audits trained

MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, courts,
prosecutor's offices, JA, MoJPA,
ACPS, SAI, ACA, ACC, APML

judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
administration

* 4 days of national STC
* cost of 1 training

1.2.10 4th training (2 days) - conducted by new trainers 4th list of judges, prosecutors,
police officers and audits trained

MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, courts,
prosecutor's offices, JA, MoJPA,
ACPS, SAI, ACA, ACC, APML

judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
administration

* 4 days of national STC
* cost of 1 training

Inputs/Actions
1.3.1 Provision of the analysis and recommendations
for improvements in usage of the existing
system(software)
1.3.2 Workshop to discuss the technical/scooping
paper
1.3.3

Provision of one training on usage of new
techniques

Activities
Inputs/Actions
Activity 1.4 Provide specialized training for
1.4.1 One fact finding mission of international experts
undercover agents in charge of cooperating with
aimed at gathering input for preparing training
prosecutorial services and law enforcement
curricula
agencies aimed at collecting evidence by inter
1.4.2 Creation and meeting of the Working Group
alia use of special investigative means (e.g.
composed of international and national experts
simulated legal affairs, surveillance).
1.4.3 Finalization of the curricula

Activities
Activity 1.5 Organize awareness rising and
training workshops for journalists and civil
servants in view of reporting on corruption
cases and their adjudication, as well as
investigative journalism; assist implementation
of training into the training curricula of relevant
institutions.

Deliverables
Technical Paper

Beneficiary Institutions
Target groups
RPPO ,courts, prosecutor's offices judiciary, prosecution and law
SPC, MoJPA, MoI
enforcement

Means
* 20 days of international STC
* 10 days of national STC

Conclusions of the
Workshop/amendments to the
Technical
List of prosecutors trained

RPPO , courts, prosecutor's offices, judiciary, prosecution and law
SPC, MoJPA, MoI
enforcement

* 2 days of international STC
* 2 days of national STC
* cost of 1 workshop
* 2 days of international STC
* 2 days of national STC
* cost of 1 training
Means
* 5 days of international STC

Deliverables
Technical Paper/Assessment
report

RPPO , courts, prosecutor's offices, judiciary, prosecution and law
SPC, MoJPA, MoI
enforcement
Beneficiary Institutions
MoI, JA, ACPS

Target groups
judiciary, prosecution and law
enforcement

List of WG members; WG meeting MoI, JA, ACPS
report

judiciary, prosecution and law
enforcement

* 2 days of international STC
* 4 days of national STC

Training curricula

MoI, JA, ACPS

judiciary, prosecution and law
enforcement

* 6 days of international STC
* 5 days of national STC
* 4 days of international STC
* 4 days of national STC
* cost of 1 training
* cost of international training / study
visit

1.4.4

One in country training (2 days)

List of agents trained

MoI, JA, ACPS

judiciary, prosecution and law
enforcement

1.4.5

International specialised training (4 days) (for the List of agents trained
same participants as under the action 1.4.4)

MoI, JA, ACPS

judiciary, prosecution and law
enforcement

Beneficiary Institutions
School of Journalism, AIJS, civil
servants, journalists
School of Journalism, AIJS, civil
servants, journalists

Target groups
Civil servants, journalists, public

Inputs/Actions
1.5.1 Preparation of training material

Deliverables
Training materials compilation

1.5.2

Awareness raising event

One event

1.5.3

Training course for civil servants

List of civil servants trained

Civil servants

Civil servants, public

* 4 days of national STC
* cost of 1 workshop

1.5.4

1st training course for journalists

1st list of journalists trained

Journalists

Journalists, public

* 4 days of national STC
* cost of 1 workshop

1.5.5

2nd training course for journalists

2nd list of journalists trained

Journalists

Journalists, public

* 4 days of national STC
* cost of 1 workshop

1.5.6

Publication of training materials

One Publication

School of Journalism, AIJS, civil
servants, journalists
Beneficiary Institutions
MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO,
courts, prosecutor's offices, SAI,
ACA, RSO

civil servants, journalists, media,
public
Target groups
judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
administration

* cost of 1 publication

Inputs/Actions
Activities
Deliverables
Activity 1.6 Setting up a benchmarking system in 1.6.1 Organisation of the fact finding mission of
Assessment Report
measuring
international experts to assess state of play
progress and level of efficiency of
concerning current system of statistics on
tracking/handling of corruption/economic crime
investigation, prosecution and adjudication of the
cases in the Serbian judiciary and law
corruption/economic crime cases

Civil servants, journalists, public

Means
* 2 days of international STC
* 5 days of national STC
* 4 days of national STC
* cost of 1 event

Means
* 5 days international STC
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enforcement system. The benchmarking system 1.6.2
will be carried out throughout the process of
implementation of the project and delivered at
the end of the project in order to allow all target
and beneficiary groups to provide inputs and
data in building up the system which is expected
to be used by the Serbian authorities as of the
end of the project.
1.6.3

1.6.4

1st Technical Paper/Policy Advice
on record keeping methodology

Organization of a workshop to discuss the
proposed record keeping methodology and
benchmarking
Finalisation of the recommendations and
templates for record keeping/statistics on
corruption/organized crime/economic crime
cases and benchmarking system
Workshop to discuss the implementation of the
new record keeping methodology and
benchmarking-presentation of the statistical data

One Workshop

MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
courts, prosecutor's offices, SAI,
enforcement, public
ACA, RSO
administration

MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO,
courts, prosecutor's offices, SAI,
ACA, RSO
2nd Technical paper/Policy Advice MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO,
on record keeping methodology
courts, prosecutor's offices, SAI,
ACA, RSO

judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
administration
judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
administration

* 10 days international STC

* 5 days international STC

* 7 days international STC
* 10 days national STC

One workshop

MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
courts, prosecutor's offices, SAI,
administration
ACA, RSO

* 4 days international STC
* 2 days national STC
* cost of 1 workshop

One Publication

MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
courts, prosecutor's offices, SAI,
administration
ACA, RSO

* cost of 1 publication

Means of verification
Objectively Verifiable indicators OVI(s)
* Minimum 50% of recommendations from risk analysis * Project evaluation;
implemented and the extent to which they are
implemented is specified (full compliance, partial
compliance, non-compliance);

Risks and Assumptions
* Political will to prevent
corruption continues to exist;

Cost
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* At least three regulatory and institutional framework
issues will be addressed in order to implement
recommendations from risk analysis (e.g. promoting
ethical conduct, preventing conflict of interest and
removing organisational obstacles to combating
corruption);
* Establishing methodology for collecting statistical data
on internal corruption;

* Project progress and activity

* Political will exists in all
beneficiary institutions.

* Increased capacity of trainees due to implemented
trainings, minimum five trainings;

* Media reports on corruption
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1.6.5

1.6.6

Expected Result No. 2
Strengthened capacities to fight corruption
within the justice sector

Provision of policy advise on setting up reliable
record keeping methodology/statistics on
corruption/economic crime cases and
benchmarking system which would enable
Serbian authorities to measure progress in
investigating, prosecuting and adjudicating
corruption/economic crime

Publication of the new record keeping
methodology and benshmarking

reports (e.g. feedback, statistics,
reports from trainings etc.);

Benchmarks

* Official statistics of key
institutions including examples on
relevant cases;

within the law enforcement and
judiciary;
* Minimum 10 trainees available for identified needs
* Feedback from trainees with
(i.e. depending on recommendations from risk analysis). regard to quality and relevance of
acquired skills/ competences.
Activities
Inputs/Actions
Activity 2.1 Carry out risk analysis on the current 2.1.1 Development of the Risk Analysis methodology
situation with regard to possibilities and actual
(in conjunction with action 1.1.1)
extent of corruption within the judiciary,
prosecution and law enforcement and provide 2.1.2 Conducting Risk Analysis and provision of the final
recommendations.
report and recommendations

Beneficiary Institutions
Target groups
MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
courts, prosecutor's offices, ACA enforcement, public

Means
* 5 days international STC

Technical Paper/Risk Analysis
Report

MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
courts, prosecutor's offices, ACA enforcement, public
MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO,
courts, prosecutor's offices, ACA,
journalists
MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO,
courts, prosecutor's offices, ACA,
journalists
Beneficiary Institutions
MoJPA, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO,
courts, prosecutor's offices

* 15 days international STC
* 10 days national STC
* cost of 1 research
* 4 days international STC
* 4 days national STC
* cost of 1 visibility event
* cost of 1 publication

2.1.3

Public event to announce and discuss Risk
Analysis final report and recommendations

One public event

2.1.4

Publication of the Risk Analysis final report and
recommendations

One Publication

Activities
Inputs/Actions
Activity 2.2 Assist with implementing
2.2.1 Provision of the expert assistance in
recommendations from risk analysis, especially
implementing selected recommendations from
with regards to introducing ethical rules and
risk analysis report (to be selected by the
with regards to organisational aspects (including
beneficiary)
2.2.2 Provision of the expert opinion and assistance in
selection/appointment procedures in the
judiciary).
revising/amending the ethical codex and internal
rules of procedure
Inputs/Actions
Activities
Activity 2.3 Provide legal opinions and advice to 2.3.1 Strengthening the capacities and role of the
the High Judicial Council and State Prosecutors
disciplinary prosecutors through assistance in
Council with regard to disciplinary rules and
revising of the existing legal framework and
measures against ethical violations from judges
provision of recommendations aimed at
and prosecutors when construed as corruptive
strengthening disciplinary prosecutor's role
practices/allegations and assist implementation. 2.3.2 Provision of one in country training

2.3.3

Activities
Activity 2.4 Provide training for judges,
prosecutors and law enforcement agencies on
aspects of detecting corruption and controlling
conflict of interests within the structures; assist

Deliverables
Technical Paper/Risk Analysis
methodology

One study visit for disciplinary prosecutors (for
the same participants as under action 2.3.2)

Inputs/Actions
2.4.1 one fact finding mission of international experts
aimed at gathering input for preparing training
curricula

Deliverables
Technical Paper/Policy
Advice/Training

judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
judiciary, prosecution, law
enforcement, public
Target groups
judiciary and prosecution

Means
* 25 days international STC
* 10 days national STC
* cost of 2 workshops

Technical Paper

MoJPA, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO,
courts, prosecutor's offices

judiciary and prosecution

* 7 days international STC
* 2 days national STC

Deliverables
Technical Paper

Beneficiary Institutions
HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, MoJPA,
courts, prosecutor's offices

Target groups
judiciary and prosecution

Means
* 15 days international STC
* 15 days national STC

List of disciplinary prosecutors
trained

HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, MoJPA,
courts, prosecutor's offices

judiciary and prosecution

List of disciplinary prosecutors
trained

HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, MoJPA,
courts, prosecutor's offices

judiciary and prosecution

* 4 days international STC
* 4 days national STC
* cost of 1 training
* cost of 1 study visit

Deliverables
Technical Paper/Assessment
report

Beneficiary Institutions
Target groups
MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
courts, prosecutor's offices, ACA enforcement, public
administration

Means
* 6 days international STC
* 5 days national STC
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conflict of interests within the structures; assist 2.4.2
implementation of training in the framework of
the training curricula of relevant institutions.

List of WG members; WG meeting MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
creation and meeting of the Working Group
composed of international and national experts to report
courts, prosecutor's offices, ACA enforcement, public
discuss training needs
administration

* 2 days international STC
* 2 days national STC
* cost of 1 workshop

2.4.3

finalisation of the training curricula

Training Curricula

* 10 days international STC
* 9 days national STC

2.4.4

specialised training course for trainers (6 days)

List of trainers from judiciary and
law enforcement

2.4.5

1st cascade training (1 day) conducted by new
trainers

1st list of judges, prosecutors and MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
police officers trained
courts, prosecutor's offices
enforcement

* 12 days international STC
* 10 days national STC
* cost of 1 training
* 2 days national STC
* cost of 1 training

2.4.6

2nd cascade training (1 day) conducted by new
trainers

2nd list of judges, prosecutors and MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
police officers trained
courts, prosecutor's offices
enforcement

* 2 days national STC
* cost of 1 training

2.4.7

3rd cascade training (1 day) conducted by new
trainers

3rd list of judges, prosecutors and MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
police officers trained
courts, prosecutor's offices
enforcement

* 2 days national STC
* cost of 1 training

2.4.8

4th cascade training (1 day) conducted by new
trainers

4th list of judges, prosecutors and MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
police officers trained
courts, prosecutor's offices
enforcement

* 2 days national STC
* cost of 1 training

2.4.9

5th cascade training (1 day) conducted by new
trainers

5th list of judges, prosecutors and MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
police officers trained
courts, prosecutor's offices
enforcement

* 2 days national STC
* cost of 1 training

2.4.10 6th cascade training (1 day) conducted by new
trainers

6th list of judges, prosecutors and MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
police officers trained
courts, prosecutor's offices
enforcement

* 2 days national STC
* cost of 1 training

MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
courts, prosecutor's offices, ACA enforcement, public
administration
MoJPA, MoI, HJC, SPC, SCC, RPPO, judiciary, prosecution, law
courts, prosecutor's offices
enforcement
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SC Meetings
Start-Up Conference
Inception Report
Progress Report
Evaluation Proces/Report
Final Conference and Reporting

ACA - Anti-corruption Agency
ACC - Anti-corruption Council
ACPS - Academy of Criminalistics and Police
Studies
AIJS - Association of Independent Journalists of
Serbia
APML - Administration for Prevention of Money
Laundering
CoE - Council of Europe
EUD - European Union Delegation
GRECO - Council of Europe Group of States
against Corruption
HJC - High Judicial Council
JA - Judicial Academy
MoJPA - Ministry of Justice and Public
Administration
MoI - Ministry of Interior
RSO - Republic Statistical Office
RPPO - Republic Public Prosecutorial Office
SCC - Supreme Court of Cassation
SAI - State Audit Institution
SPC - State Prosecutorial Council
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